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About This Game

BattleBit Remastered is the first semi-hardcore low-poly tactical shooter to hit the Steam Marketplace.

Massive Multiplayer Action

Compete in raging skirmishes against players all around the globe in up to 128-player battles for total domination and bragging
rights, on maps as big as 64km².

Arms

Wide variety of weaponry, ranging from the M9 that can shoot and tear holes through players, to the L86 LSW for that ‘more
dakka’ action, to the M320 and RPG for demolishing buildings and vehicles.

Ground Vehicles

From mobile and high-capacity Humvees, to ferocious Tanks, leaving your base without one can either supply you with an
advantage or disadvantage, or combinations thereof, depending on the situation you are placed in.

Air Vehicles

Transport your lads into the massive battlefield quickly with helicopters!
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Classes

The available roles in which you will be able to choose depends on the Squad Leader.

Medic - Equipped with all of the essential first-aid supplies, you can either literally save your team, or completely destroys it.

Assault - The backbone of the team, you charge in head-first into the danger.

Support - The main dakka releaser and supplier of those delicious, delicious ammunition, you keep your team firing with the
supply boxes and keep your enemies' heads down with your light machine gun.

Scout - The big brother of the battlefield, sniping from across the map. Save your comrades from oncoming fire, or watch them
get mowed down horribly should your marksmanship be not up to par.

Engineer - Armed with all sorts of explosives and a wrench to patch up your team's vehicles, you are responsible for levelling
all concrete and metal ahead of you.

Communication

Use either the tried-and-true text chat, or go up a notch and utilise our voice chat system. Talk locally, with proximity ranging
for added immersion, or chatter on with your comrades in the squad. Nothing's stopping you from exchanging words and

taunting your enemies from the building across!

BitLog - Accessible by pressing the 'HOME' button. More informations below! Note that the system is still work-in-progress.

Player Profiles - Display information of players you have recently played with or know from Steam, all of their BattleBit
Remastered information is posted here.

Clans - Define the different types of squads that can be created in BattleBit Remastered. Create or join one to simply hang out
with your comrades, or go full milsim with it. Clans can be managed by a variety of set leaders with a variety of different

customisable roles and permissions.

Server Status - The BitLog has additional features that allow you to see what servers your friends or other players are in, and it
also gives you the option to join in on the fun if the server isn’t already full.

Direct Messaging - Send messages directly to other players to either connect later on or just to send them the highly preferred
“GGs.”

Remember, your actions with your teammates will change the tides of war.
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Title: BattleBit Remastered
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
MrOkiDoki, BATTLEKOT
Publisher:
MrOkiDoki
Release Date: 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (x64 - x86)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2310

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTS 450 or equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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Update 0.96.2 (Experimental):
Update 0.96.2 out now on Experimental branch! As before, 0.95.42 is on the main stable branch. To opt in to the experimental
version, right-click on Kenshi in your Steam games list -> properties -> betas tab -> then choose “experimental”. If opting in to
experimental, please be aware of bugs and general unstableness.

0.96.2. New Game and Weeklong Discount!:
Bat Hotel is coming soon!

. A Story of Us - ep. 1 - First Memories IndustrialVR - Hoover Dam Firebase Defence Slayaway
Camp Steam Publisher Sale!:

It's the 1-year anniversary of the Steam launch of the bloodiest puzzle game of all time: Friday the 13th: Killer Puzzle and we're
celebrating big time!

For the next 48-ish hours, ALL Blue Wizard Digital games are being discounted in a very special Steam Publisher Sale!

Grab any of our titles or DLC on it's own at a great discount or pick up any of the titles or DLC you've been missing in the
"complete-the-set" discounted BLUE BUNDLE!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/562230/Space_Tyrant/?curator_clanid=33479116

https://store.steampowered.com/app/530390/Slayaway_Camp/?curator_clanid=33479116

https://store.steampowered.com/app/795100/Friday_the_13th_Killer_Puzzle/?curator_clanid=33479116

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1053060/KillStreaktv/
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. v0.1 Released!:
Thank you all for playing this game, especially Zerul who has found so many bugs (which are all still yet to be fixed).

Dev will be focusing on fixing more bugs in the near future.

--------

Patch Notes:

Added Options Buttons and removed activating the options menu via the escape button.

Added ingame resolution change options.

Improved Cargo ship survivability by increasing hp and shield regeneration on higher levels

Seeker now:
  No longer reduces reload time.
  Increased turning speed boost by item level by 50%
  Energy cost modifier reduced from 20% to 10%

Fixed a display issue with extra bullet casings on the shotguns

Fixed display on the trading screen (right clicking on an item). Added an close button. Made the trading screen reload data on
the item when opening and scrollable.

Energiser attachments now increase reload speed by a flat amount 0.1 seconds but the flat damage has increased by 60%.

Fixed a critical bug where players could not perform any actions past level 61

It is now possible to purchasing refund points with Dino Crystals

Fixed minor reloading issue after purchasing a stash tab.

Improved button animations

Fixed bug where - Double clicking on exit button from hangar caused the main menu to not display if your connection was very
fast
Hyphens do not cause the text at the start of the mission to stop anymore

Made buttons darker when disabled
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Reworked crafting screen:
  Made the crafting display scrollable
  Hovering over the crafting selection will provide a small description
  Fixed issues related to refreshing the crafted item.
  Added a cancel button to the crafting screen.
  Various fixes on the crafting screen.
  Crafting costs should scale on the level of the item (20% at item level 1 -> 100% crafting cost at item level 81) - Exceptions
are: renaming items, increasing quality of dinojuicers & attachments.. Update 更新预告:
我们计划在北京时间11月13日10 :00点进行更新。预计时间1小时。. Development suspended until July 2018:
Kind time of the day, friends! For a long time not much was heard from us, but we didn't sit around all this time. We made a lot
of new stuff, the game has significantly changed. However, it's is too early to show.

Nevertheless, the development of the game at this time will have to stop, since I'm busy overhauling a new house, as well as
collecting documents before a wedding. In addition, the rest of the team is still busy writing code for the multiplayer game,
which, perhaps, we'll show you soon. In July we will continue to work on beta-1, and also tell you more about what awaits you
there!

Thank you all for your support on Patreon! This helps us very much, because there is no money even for overhauling, what can
we say about the development.
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